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Density functional theory was used to study the mechanism and kinetics of benzoic acid with hydroxyl radicals in both gas and aqueous phases as well as benzoate with hydroxyl radicals in the aqueous phase at the M06-2X/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory. The results show that all reaction pathways involved the formation of pre-reactive complexes which in turn alter reaction energy barriers. The reaction rate constants, calculated based on classical transitional theory, followed the order of meta addition > ortho addition for the reaction of benzoic acid and hydroxyl radicals in both gas and aqueous media. The energy barrier analysis reveals that the ortho adducts were also less vulnerable to subsequent reaction. In addition, the rate constants for the addition reactions were highest for benzoate in the aqueous phase, followed by benzoic acid in the aqueous phase, then by benzoic acid in the gas phase, consistent with electrostatic potential analysis. However, the rate constants of hydrogen abstraction in the aqueous phase were much lower than that in the gas phase and thus, gas phase reactions are preferred. The incorporation of one explicit water molecule, for addition reactions between benzoic acid and hydroxyl radicals, lowered reaction rates in the aqueous phase by increasing the bond length between the oxygen and reacting carbon in the benzene ring.

1. Introduction

Water produced from mining operations, in particular, oil sands mining operations, contains solids, salts, and other organic compounds such as benzene, phenols, naphthenic acids (NASs) which are toxic to wildlife. Despite the small amount of aromatic alkanoic acids such as benzoic acid (BA) in NASs, they increase the toxicity and recalcitrance of NASs in wastewater. In addition, BA is a common recalcitrant contaminant which exists in domestic wastewater as well as other industrial wastewater, making it imperative to remove BA from wastewater.

Ultrasound is effective for breaking down organic compounds in water. When water is treated by ultrasonic waves, cavitation within the water leads to generation and collapse of micro bubbles that result in high temperatures in a small region where organic compounds are degraded through pyrolysis. In addition, organic compounds will also be oxidized by hydroxyl radicals (‘OH) generated by the cavitation bubbles during ultrasonic treatment. Furthermore, BA can be removed during electrochemical oxidation, photochemical oxidation, Fenton oxidation, and ozonation. These methods involve the reaction of BA with hydroxyl radicals in the liquid phase. Moreover, BA could also react with hydroxyl radicals inside the bubble under ultrasound irradiation. BA is a weak acid with a pKₐ of 4.2 and it can exist in the form of benzoate (BZ) in the aqueous phase. Therefore, the reaction between BZ and hydroxyl radicals can also take place in the oxidation process under neutral and alkaline pH.

Quantum chemical reaction computation using density functional theory is a powerful tool to understand mechanisms. These methods enable the calculation of optimized geometries for reactants and products, assessment of intermediate and transition states, and estimation of reaction kinetics for different reaction pathways with reasonable accuracy. Theoretical studies of the mechanism and kinetics of BA reacting with hydroxyl radicals are important to improve techniques to remove BA completely from wastewater. The distribution of the intermediates is crucial to the detoxification of BA. San et al. studied the transition states of photo degradation of BA in liquid phase. Minakata et al. analyzed the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital and singly occupied molecular orbital of hydroxyl radical addition to BZ at ortho, meta, and para positions in the aqueous phase. Li et al. investigated the effects of OH substitution on the rates and mechanisms of decarboxylation of BA. Chuchev et al. conducted a detailed theoretical study of the decarboxylation reaction for BA ortho-derivatives. Wang et al. calculated the catalytic decarboxylation mechanism of BA. These studies are useful but do not examine uncatalyzed reaction mechanism and kinetics of BA with hydroxyl radicals in both gas and aqueous phases. Existing studies do
not consider the difference between ortho and meta carbons on the side of carboxyl group and opposite the carboxyl group. In addition, these studies did not consider pre-reactive complexes, which can alter the kinetics of OH reactions dramatically. Furthermore, there are few theoretical studies that compare rate constants differences between BA and BZ in the aqueous phase.

The objective of this paper is to employ density functional theory to study the transition states of six different pathways of BA with hydroxyl radicals both in gas and aqueous phases, BZ with hydroxyl radicals in the aqueous phase, and estimate the energy barrier and reaction rate constants to determine the possible distribution of intermediates including the potential effect of pre-reactive complexes. Moreover, the influence of an individual explicit water molecule on rate constants was investigated.

2. Computational methods

The evolution of the reactions between BA and hydroxyl radicals was evaluated by using the Gaussian09 molecular modelling package. Restricted and unrestricted density functional theory (DFT) was adopted for closed and open shell systems separately. The M06-2X method was reported to be appropriate for calculating hydroxyl radical reactions and predicting optimized geometries and vibrational frequencies. The 6-311+G(d,p) is a widely used basis set by researchers for radical reaction calculation. Considering accuracy and computational costs, M06-2X/6-311+G(d,p) was chosen as the method and basis set for the optimizations, electronic, and vibrational properties calculations both in the gas and aqueous phases in this study. After optimization of the reactants and products, the transition state, saddle point in the potential energy surface, was optimized by a quasi-Newton synchronous transit (QST3) calculation followed by the Berny optimization method calculation. Frequency analyses were conducted to confirm the transition state by one imaginary frequency and obtain zero-point corrected energies as well as free energies. Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations were conducted to ensure that the transition states connected the original reactants and products. Comparison of the calculated rate constants with experimental data also provided confidence that the pre-reactant complexes and transition states determined were adequate. The implicit solvation model based on density (SMD) was adopted to investigate the effects of water solvent on the reaction (the dielectric constant was taken to be 78.3553 for water). The relative energy and rate constants were calculated at 298.15 K, and 1 atm. The single-point energies were further refined employing coupled cluster theory at the level of CCSD(T)/6-311++G(d,p). The study on incorporating one water molecule around the carboxylic group of BZ and BA followed the same methods as described above.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Reaction pathways

Due to the existence of unpaired electrons, the hydroxyl radical is an electrophilic radical. When reacting with BA, there are five possible reaction pathways: ortho-addition (o-add), para-addition (p-add), meta-addition (m-add), ipso-addition (ipso-add), and hydrogen-abstraction (H-add), respectively. On the other hand, o-add, p-add, m-add, and ipso-add are the four reaction pathways between BZ and hydroxyl radicals, as shown in Scheme 1. The optimized structures of the reactants are depicted in Fig. 1, indicating that the geometry of BA and BZ were planar. In addition, the bond length of the optimized structures of BA in the gas and liquid phases were almost the same. However, it is noteworthy that the structure of BA was not symmetric, and the reaction of o-add and m-add could happen at two different sites of the benzene ring, leading to seven different reaction pathways. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that the reaction rate constant of ipso-add is negligible compared to other reaction pathways considering the significant steric effect of the carboxylic group, and this pathway was excluded in the present study. Thus, the six reaction pathways for BA with hydroxyl radicals were calculated both in the gas and aqueous phases. The addition opposite the C==O group was denoted as o-add and m-add on ortho and meta positions, respectively, whereas the additions on the side of C==O group was denoted as o2-add and m2-add, separately. Due to the
symmetric structures of BZ, the reaction between BZ and hydroxyl radicals were calculated only for the ortho, meta, and para positions.

The optimization of adducts in the gas and aqueous phases are depicted in Fig. S1–S3.† When hydroxyl radicals reacted with BA through addition reaction, the π bonds of the aromatic rings were broken, and the carbon–carbon lengths were altered. In the process of hydrogen abstraction reactions, the O–H bond broke and hydrogen was abstracted to hydroxyl radicals to form a new O–H bond, leading to the formation of a water molecule. On the other hand, it was deduced that the length of the newly formed carbon–oxygen bond was below 1.45 Å in the gas phase for all addition reaction pathways, which was the same reported by the addition of hydroxyl radicals to phenol.37 When comparing the bond lengths in the gas phase and aqueous phase, the bond length was prolonged for the reaction taking place in the aqueous phase. In addition, the bond length of BZ products was longer than that of BA products.

3.2 Pre-reactant complexes and transition states

Pre-reactive complexes have been identified in many radical-molecule reactions as the precursors for reaction,26 however, it has not been reported for reactions of BA and hydroxyl radicals thus far. From the calculations, when hydroxyl radicals approached BA, weakly bonded pre-reactive complexes were formed due to van der Waals interactions and long range coulombic interactions. The optimized pre-reactive structures for the gas phase and liquid medium reactions for BA and BZ are drawn in Fig. S4 to S6,† separately. For the addition reaction, the OH radicals interacted with the benzene ring, forming the O–H⋯π hydrogen bond complex, whereas for the hydrogen abstraction reaction, the OH radical approached the hydrogen atom of the carboxyl group, leading to a O14–H15⋯O16 hydrogen bond complex. Interestingly, the orientation of hydroxyl radicals for the ortho site reaction was different from meta and para site reactions. The hydroxyl radicals were positioned above the benzene ring plane for the reactions that occurred at meta and para sites, whereas they were almost in the same plane for the o-add and p2-add reactions. In addition, the o-add had a longer distance between the hydroxyl radical and benzoic ring compared with the m-add and p-add reactions. The above phenomena could be caused by steric hindrance of the carboxyl as well as the hydrogen bond formation between hydroxyl radicals and carboxyl group, hindering the approach of OH radicals to benzoic acids.

The transition states in the gas and liquid phases are shown in Fig. 2 to 4. They were confirmed by a single imaginary frequency as well as the IRC analysis. There were remarkable changes between the structures of pre-reactive complexes and transition states. The main structural changes were located around the reacting carbon and oxygen. For the o-add reaction pathway, it was observed that the C2–C1, C1–C6, C3–C4, and C5–C4 bonds elongated whereas the C2–C3 and C5–C6 bond lengths shortened. The same trends were also found in other hydroxyl radical addition reactions both in the gas and aqueous phases. In other words, when the hydroxyl radicals reacted with a particular carbon in the benzene ring, the bond length of the reacting carbon with adjacent carbons increased as well as the length of the bonds between the carbon opposite the reacting carbon on the aromatic ring with its neighboring carbons. The remaining two carbon–carbon bonds in the aromatic rings were shortened. This is explained by the electron density transfer of the aromatic ring.

Comparing the transition states of hydroxyl radical addition to BA in gas phase versus aqueous phase, it is obvious that the transition states of the distances of oxygen and reacting carbon in the aqueous phase was longer than that in the gas phase, which could possibly be due to the formation of hydrogen bonds between BA and water, therefore, hindering the approach.
of hydroxyl radicals to benzene rings. However, it is worth noting that the bond length of oxygen and the reacting carbon for BZ o-add was shorter than BA o-add, and the difference was caused by the larger steric effects of the carboxylic group than the carboxylic anion. As for the hydrogen abstraction reaction, the bond between O14 and H15 was broken, and H15 was attracted to hydroxyl radicals, generating water and a benzoic acid free radical as products.

3.3 Energetics of the reaction paths

The reaction energies for the six different reaction paths with reactants, pre-reactive complexes, transition state, and products were calculated and presented in Fig. 5 and Table S1† for the gas phase. The results show that the energy of pre-reactive complexes was lower than the energy of reactant, which would influence the energy barriers for the reaction. It has also been detected in previous research that pre-reactive complexes are critical to the reaction path since they would influence energy barrier and the energy partitioning of the products.39,40

The reaction energy barriers from pre-reactive complexes to transition states in the gas phase followed the order of o2-add > H-abs > o-add > m2-add > m-add > p-add, indicating that the addition of hydroxyl radicals on the same side as the carboxyl group was more difficult than on the opposite side for this step reaction, which might be caused by steric effects. It is remarkable that the energy of H-abs product was higher than addition reaction products for the gas phase reaction, indicating its instability and relative ease to proceed to the next step reaction, whereas the products of o-add and o2-add were the most stable among the six reaction pathways.

The relative energy for the reaction between BA and hydroxyl radicals in the aqueous phase is displayed in Fig. 6 and Table S2† Compared with the reaction path in the liquid and gas phases, it was deduced that the reactants needed to overcome smaller energy barriers for the reaction from pre-reactive complexes to transition states. The reaction energy barriers

Fig. 2 Transition state optimization (BA gas phase). (a) o-add. (b) o2-add. (c) m-add. (d) m2-add. (e) p-add. (f) H-abs.
Fig. 3  Transition state optimization (BA aqueous phase). (a) o-add. (b) o2-add. (c) m-add. (d) m2-add. (e) p-add. (f) H-abs.

Fig. 4  Transition state (BZ aqueous phase). (a) o-add. (b) m-add. (c) p-add.
for the reaction from pre-reactive complexes to transition states in the aqueous medium was highest for H-abs. In addition, the energy barrier for H-abs in the aqueous phase was much higher than in the gas phase, which was possibly caused by hydrogen bonding formation between the carboxylic group and water molecules. Therefore, the reaction in the gas phase was preferable for H-abs reaction compared to the aqueous phase reaction. According to the energy, o2-add products were most stable among the six different reaction pathways, making them less vulnerable to subsequent reaction.

As for the reaction energy between BZ and hydroxyl radicals, displayed in Fig. 7 and Table S3, the energy barrier from pre-reactive complexes to transitions states followed the order of o-add > m-add > p-add with p-add transition state having the longest bond length among the addition reactions. This is explained because the p-add transition state was the earliest transition state among the addition reaction pathways from pre-reactive complexes for the reaction between BZ and hydroxyl radicals. In addition, the product of o-add had the lowest energy among all the products, which was the same for the reaction between BA and hydroxyl radicals in the gas and aqueous phases, indicating that the ortho position was not susceptible for the following reactions.

Furthermore, the \( \langle s^2 \rangle \) values of the open shell systems for all the reaction pathways in the gas and aqueous phases are summarized in Tables S4–S6 to analyze spin contamination. Spin contamination is measured by analyzing the deviation of the \( \langle s^2 \rangle \) values to the exact values (0.75 for a doublet). It is deduced that the variation were within 10% for all the species, implying that spin contamination had insignificant influences on the reaction pathways.

### 3.4 Reaction rate constants

The reaction rate constants for the elementary reaction were calculated by using transition state theory. Due to the formation of pre-reactive complex, the main reactant pathway is expressed as:

\[
\text{C}_6\text{H}_5\text{COOH} + \cdot \text{OH} \rightarrow \text{reactant complex} \rightarrow \text{product} + \text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

with

\[
k = k_1 \frac{k_2}{k_3} = k_{eq} k_2
\]

\[
k_{eq} = \frac{Q_{\text{Complex}}}{Q_{\text{C}_6\text{H}_5\text{COOH}} Q_{\text{OH}}} e^{-\frac{(E_{\text{TS}} - E_{\text{E}})}{RT}}
\]

\[
k_2 = \Gamma \frac{k_B T}{h} \frac{Q_{\text{TS}}}{Q_{\text{Complex}}} e^{-\frac{(E_{\text{TS}} - E_{\text{C}})}{RT}}
\]

and therefore

\[
k = \Gamma \frac{k_B T}{h} \frac{Q_{\text{TS}}}{Q_{\text{C}_6\text{H}_5\text{COOH}} Q_{\text{OH}}} e^{-\frac{(E_{\text{TS}} - E_{\text{C}})}{RT}}
\]

where \( \Gamma \) is the tunneling factor, \( k_B \) is Boltzmann’s constant, \( T \) is temperature, \( h \) is Planck’s constant, \( Q_{\text{TS}}, Q_{\text{C}_6\text{H}_5\text{COOH}} \) and \( Q_{\text{OH}} \) are molecular partition functions for transition states, benzoic acid and hydroxyl radicals, \( E_{\text{C}}, E_{\text{R}}, E_{\text{TS}} \) is the energy including
zero-point energy correction for reactant complex, reactant, and transition state, respectively.\textsuperscript{43,44} The tunneling factor was calculated by using the eqn (5):\textsuperscript{31,32,45}

\[
\Gamma = 1 + \frac{1}{24} \left( \frac{\hbar^2}{\pi k_B T} \right)^2
\]

(6)

where \( \nu \) is the imaginary frequency of transition state. The Wigner tunneling factor is one of the most commonly used tunneling corrections since it can be easily obtained and the imaginary frequency is the only variable.\textsuperscript{46,47}

The reaction rate constants in the gas and aqueous phases are listed in Table 1. As shown, the reaction rate constants of \( m \)-add, \( m \)-add, \( p \)-add were higher than \( o \)-add and \( o \)-add for the reaction between BA and hydroxyl radicals both in the gas and aqueous phases. There are three possible reasons to explain the phenomena, one is that the carboxyl group is an electron withdrawing group and it would decrease the electron density on the benzene ring through a resonance withdrawing effect at the ortho and para positions. Another reason is the steric influence at the ortho positions of the carboxyl group that impedes the approach of hydroxyl radicals. The formation of hydrogen bonds between hydroxyl radicals and hydrogen in the carboxyl group is another possible factor that would inhibit the ortho position reaction. For the gas phase reaction, the overall rate constant followed the order of H-abs > \( m \)-add + \( m \)-add > para addition > ortho addition (\( o \)-add + \( o \)-add). The reason why the rate constant for H-abs was highest is that benzene ring is capable of withdrawing electron density from carboxyl group by induction, making the hydrogen on the benzene group more active and reacting with hydroxyl group to form water.\textsuperscript{48} The H-abs rate constant in the gas phase (8.61 \( \times 10^{-11} \) cm\(^3\) per molecule per s) was higher than in the aqueous phase (6.30 \( \times 10^{-13} \) cm\(^3\) per molecule per s\(^{-1}\)), implying that the optimum reaction medium should be in gas phase or inside the cavitation bubble when targeting the decarboxylation reaction. Furthermore, the tunneling factors of H-abs were much higher than all the addition reaction pathways both in the gas and aqueous phases.

Except for H-abs, the rate constants of the other five reaction pathways in the aqueous phase were much higher than in the gas phase. Furthermore, the hydrogen abstraction rates of benzoic acid were much higher than for phenol (1.60 \( \times 10^{-16} \) cm\(^3\) per molecule per s\(^{-1}\)),\textsuperscript{49} since benzoic acid has an electronic withdrawing group, while phenol contains an electron donor group.\textsuperscript{50} San et al. calculated the reaction rate constants of benzoic acid with hydroxyl radical reaction in the aqueous phase, and the reaction rates were 8.38 \( \times 10^{-11} \), 4.20 \( \times 10^{-8} \), 1.65 \( \times 10^{-20} \), 5.08 \( \times 10^{-24} \) cm\(^3\) per molecule per s for meta addition reaction, ortho addition reaction, para addition reaction, and H-abs, respectively.\textsuperscript{51} The reaction rates calculated were different due to the discovery of pre-reactive complexes as well as the different calculation levels. The overall rate constant of the six reaction pathways computed at 298 K, 1 atm in the aqueous medium was 1.03 \( \times 10^9 \) M\(^{-1} \) s\(^{-1}\). Assuming an uncertainty of 0.4 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) on the calculated energy levels, the expected uncertainty on the calculated rate constants was about a factor of 2, which was in the range of the previous reported experimental value (2.1 \( \pm 0.3 \) \( \times 10^9 \) and 1.8 \( \times 10^9 \) M\(^{-1} \) s\(^{-1}\)).\textsuperscript{51,52} indicating the reliability of the calculations reported here. Moreover, the rate constants for the BA aqueous phase reaction was \( \{m \text{-add} + m \text{-add} \} > \{o \text{-add} + o \text{-add} \} > p \text{-add} \), which followed the same trend with other experimental results.\textsuperscript{53}

The rate constant for the reaction between BZ and hydroxyl radicals was approximately 4.66 \( \times 10^9 \) M\(^{-1} \) s\(^{-1}\), which corresponds well with the experimental value of 5.9 \( \times 10^9 \) M\(^{-1} \) s\(^{-1}\).\textsuperscript{54} Furthermore, the rate constant for the reaction between BZ and hydroxyl radicals was higher than that between BA and hydroxyl radicals, implying that transferring BA to BZ could promote the addition reaction. Therefore, the alkaline pH is more favorable for the degradation of BA in waste water. In addition, the rate constant followed the order of BZ aqueous phase > BA aqueous phase > BA gas phase. To further explain the trends, electrostatic potential analysis were carried out to display charge distributions three dimensionally by M06-2X method using 6-31+G(d,p) basis set, shown in Fig. 8. It is worth noting that BZ in the aqueous phase had the biggest negative electrostatic potential, followed by BA in the aqueous phase, then by BA in the gas phase, consistent with the rate constants results. Hydroxyl radicals have strong electrophilic character and tend to react at negative regions, therefore, the electrostatic potential analysis results can help explain the lower energy barrier and higher rate constants for addition reactions in the aqueous phase than in the gas phase, further confirming the accuracy of the rate constants results.

After a single-point energy calculation at CCSD (T)/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory, the rate constants of all the reaction pathways were recalculated (Table S7\textsuperscript{†}). Compared with rate constants obtained by M06-2X method, it was deduced that the rate constants predicted by CCSD (T) method has obvious deviation from the experimental data. On the other hand, the CCSD (T) method is computationally more expensive than the M06-2X method. Therefore, the rates constants in this study were calculated by using the M06-2X method.

### 3.5 Influence of explicit water molecule

In the aqueous phase, water molecules form a hydrogen bond with the carboxyl group of BA and BZ that might influence energy barriers. However, one of the significant drawbacks of
being implicit SMD is that it does not completely account for hydrogen bonding interactions. To investigate the impact of solvation on transition states structures and rate constants, one explicit water molecule was incorporated around the carboxylic group of BA and BZ. Due to the addition of water molecule to BZ, the structures of the reactants are not symmetric, therefore, there are five different reaction pathways between BZ and hydroxyl radicals. The structures for the pre-reactant complexes, transition states, and products were optimized, and rate constants of the six reaction pathways between BA and hydroxyl radicals, and five reaction pathways between BZ and hydroxyl radicals, were calculated.

The transition states with the addition of one explicit water molecule for BA and BZ are depicted in Fig. S7 and S8, respectively. It was deduced that the carbon–carbon length in the benzene ring of the transition states was essentially the same compared to the cases without one water molecule for both BA and BZ. The main difference was found in the variation in bond length between oxygen and the reacting carbon in benzene ring. Compared to the case without the explicit water molecule, bond lengths of the reacting carbons and oxygens were elongated for all the addition reactions between BA and hydroxyl radicals. On the other hand, they were longer for o-add and o2-add, and shorter for m-add, m2-add, and p-add for the addition reactions between BZ and hydroxyl radicals. As for the rate constants, listed in Table 2, they were different from the case without a water molecule, which was possibly caused by electron redistribution on the benzene ring. The most substantial variation was the rate constant for H-abs, only accounting for 16% of that for implicit water molecule. Furthermore, the rate constants of H-abs was much smaller than for addition reaction. Therefore, the formation of hydrogen bonds between the carboxylic group and water molecules negatively influenced the rate constant for H-abs, and reaction medium should choose the gas phase or inside the bubble for the H-abs pathway. In addition, it should be noted that the joint use of implicit solvation model and one explicit water molecule may not accurately reproduce the boundary conditions between the solute and bulk, and it also requires the evaluation of entropic effects with the explicit water molecule.

4. Conclusions

An extensive theoretical study was conducted on the six possible reaction pathways of benzoic acid with hydroxyl radicals both in the gas phase and aqueous medium and benzoate with hydroxyl radicals in the aqueous phase. The pre-reactive complexes identified affect the energy barriers. The rate constants calculated were $1.28 \times 10^{-10}$ cm$^3$ per molecule per s and $1.03 \times 10^9$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ for the reaction between benzoic acid and hydroxyl radicals in the gas and aqueous phases, respectively, and $4.66 \times 10^9$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ for the reaction between benzoate and hydroxyl radicals in the aqueous phase, whereas they were $1.00 \times 10^9$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ and $1.83 \times 10^9$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ for benzoic acid and benzoate with one explicit water molecule, respectively. The rate constant of hydrogen abstraction was higher by a factor of 137 in the gas phase than that in the liquid medium, however, the rate constants of addition reactions were much lower in the gas constant for H-abs, only accounting for 16% of that for implicit water molecule. Furthermore, the rate constants of H-abs was much smaller than for addition reaction. Therefore, the formation of hydrogen bonds between the carboxylic group and water molecules negatively influenced the rate constant for H-abs, and reaction medium should choose the gas phase or inside the bubble for the H-abs pathway. In addition, it should be noted that the joint use of implicit solvation model and one explicit water molecule may not accurately reproduce the boundary conditions between the solute and bulk, and it also requires the evaluation of entropic effects with the explicit water molecule.

Table 2 Reaction rate constants of BA and BZ with hydroxyl radical with one explicit water molecule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction path</th>
<th>BA aqueous phase</th>
<th>BZ aqueous phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$K$ (M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$\Gamma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o-add</td>
<td>$1.01 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>1.215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o2-add</td>
<td>$1.46 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>1.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-add</td>
<td>$3.29 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>1.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m2-add</td>
<td>$3.19 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>1.160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-add</td>
<td>$1.09 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>1.199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-abs</td>
<td>$1.68 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>3.128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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